AWWA/AMTA CREATIVE COMMONS LICENSE AND RELEASE FORM
Presentations and Materials
This document grants to AWWA the right to record your presentation, and a license to use your presentation materials. You retain copyright ownership in your presentation materials.

It is the policy of the American Water Works Association ("AWWA") and American Membrane Technology Association (AMTA) to obtain rights to any work ("Work") to be presented or made available at a program sponsored in whole or in part by AWWA/AMTA ("AWWA Program"). As a condition to presenting or otherwise circulating the Work at an AWWA/AMTA Program, all authors who have contributed to the Work (collectively "Authors") must sign this form.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
The "Work" is as identified below. In consideration of the Authors' speaking and/or presentation of the Work at the AWWA Program, the Authors hereby agree as follows:

1. The Authors represent and warrant that they have identified below all of the authors who contributed to the Work. "Authors" include all those who will publicly speak or present the Work at the AWWA/AMTA Program, whether or not they also contributed to the creation of the Work.

2. The Authors further represent and warrant that the Work constitutes the original work of the Authors, and does not violate any copyright, other intellectual property right, personal, proprietary, statutory, privacy or any other right of any person or entity.

3. The Authors further represent and warrant that:
   - they are the sole authors and owners of the Work and of all copyrights and other rights pertaining to the Work, and are fully authorized and able to grant AWWA the rights hereunder; or
   - they are the sole authors of the Work and all of the Authors contributed to the Work within the scope of performing their official duties as employees of U.S. federal government ("U.S. Government"), and therefore the Work is not eligible for copyright protection in the U.S., however nothing restricts AWWA from exercising the rights granted to it hereunder; or
   - they are the sole authors of the Work, and all Authors contributed to the Work within the scope of performing their official duties as employees of the British or British Commonwealth Government, and accordingly the Work is subject to Crown Copyright, however AWWA has the right to publish, distribute, adapt, modify, display and perform the Work in any format or media.

4. The Authors further represent and warrant that there are no, encumbrances, prohibitions, restrictions or limitations on the rights hereby granted to AWWA, and that any third party material (e.g., charts, graphs, photographs, artwork, or excerpts from publications or statements) incorporated in the Work is done so with full attribution to and written authorization from the applicable third party author.

5. If the Work was created by Authors in the course of employment with the Authors’ respective employers, then the Authors further represent and warrant that they are fully authorized by their employers to grant and assign the rights and releases herein granted. If an Author does not have such express authorization from his/her employer, then such employer must sign this form as “Author

PERMISSION AND FURTHER ASSURANCE
1. The Work will be presented at the AWWA Program identified below. “Work” includes the oral presentation, all visual presentation materials, and the supporting or supplementing hard and/or soft copy materials submitted to AWWA or made available to attendees at the AWWA/AMTA Program. The Authors retain all copyrights in the Work. The Authors hereby grant to AWWA the non-exclusive right and license, with the right to further sublicense, to use the Work for any purpose related to AWWA’s/AMTA’s activities and public mission.
2. The Authors hereby grant to AWWA/AMTA the exclusive right and permission to make audio and visual recordings of the Authors and their presentation of the Work, and the non-exclusive right and permission to record and photograph the Authors’ other participation, appearances and activities at the AWWA/AMTA Program. The Authors understand and acknowledge that all rights in and ownership of such recordings
and photographs vest in and belong to AWWA/AMTA. The foregoing grant of permission includes a release and waiver of each Author’s right of publicity and privacy in such Author’s name, biographical information, voice, and likeness to the extent used to promote the AWWA/AMTA Program or if captured in connection with the presentation of the Work, or at the AWWA/AMTA Program.

Unless to the extent prohibited by applicable law, the Authors agree to indemnify and hold harmless AWWA from any damage, liability or expense that AWWA/AMTA or its affiliates may incur as a result of a breach of any of the representations or warranties above.

**AUTHOR SIGNATURES**

This form may be signed by Authors in counterparts, each of which will be combined with the other and constitute one complete document. By his/her signature below, each Author certifies that he/she is over the age of 18, is fully authorized to sign this grant and release form, and agrees to be bound by its terms.
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**INFORMATION REGARDING THE WORK**

Presentation Title: ____________________________

The Work is submitted for presentation by the Authors at the following AWWA Program:

AWWA Program Name: ____________________________

AWWA Program Date/Location: ____________________
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